NEW THIS MONTH

Ed Wood—DVD

Shine like it does: the life of Michael Hutchence by Toby Creswell

GENERAL INTEREST—Fashion

Fashion: the evolution of style by Lucinda Gosling
Traces the evolution of clothes from the early 20th century to the 1980s.
746.92/GOSL

Lady Ga Ga: style bible by David Foy
Lady Ga Ga is known for trailblazing dress style.
746.97092/FOY

Chanel by Harold Koda
Coco Chanel’s beautiful designs on show at the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
746.92092/CHAN
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**FICTION**

**Trespass** by Rose Tremain

An isolated farmhouse stands in Mas Lunel. It is owned by Armon Lunel, an alcoholic, who is haunted by his violent past. His sister Audrun dreams of revenge against those who betrayed her. Into this toxic atmosphere comes Anthony Verey, a disillusioned antique dealer from London.

**Wormwood** by G.P. Taylor

Dr Sabian Blake, scientist, astronomer and master of the Cabala has the Nemorensis. It’s an ancient leather-bound book that holds the secrets of the universe. A strange prophecy is written in the margins of the book. Deciphering it could save London from a catastrophic fate.

**Departure lounge** by Chad Taylor

The only thing that is missing in Mark Chamberlain’s life is Caroline May. No one knows what happened to her. Her parents came home one night to find she had disappeared. Mark knows all the stories about Caroline. Each time he breaks into a house, he thinks of her, but knows she isn’t there. That is until he sees a collection of photographs of the blonde girl he remembers.

**The hobbit: or there and back again** by J.R.R. Tolkien

The wizard Gandalf and thirteen dwarves, take Bilbo Baggins on a journey “there and back again”. The adventure involves a raid on the treasure of Smaug the Magnificent, a very dangerous dragon.

**The battlers** by Kylie Tennant

This is the story of Snow, waiflike Dancy the stray and the other outcasts who wander the country roads looking for work. Like the weed Paterson’s curse colouring the hills, they haven’t “got no right”, but they are there, surviving against the odds.

**Darkwalker** by E.L. Tettensor

Nicolas Lenoir is a disillusioned and broken man, so different from when he was the best detective on the job. Ten years ago, he narrowly escaped from the Darkwalker, a vengeful spirit who demands a terrible toll from those that offend the dead.

**Beautiful lies** by Lisa Unger

Ridley Jones lives a normal happy life until she saves a child from being run over. A photographer captures the moment and runs it in the newspaper and her life suddenly changes. She receives a grainy photo with “Are you my daughter?”

**Chick with a charm** by Vicki Lewis Thompson

Lily Revere is in need of a date for her sister’s engagement party. Lily is determined to bring hot divorce lawyer Griffin Taylor as her date, but he claims his job has warned him off romance. Lily slips a love elixir into his drink. It works and the two discover that they are a perfect match. Just one problem, are Griffin’s feelings real or just the result of witchcraft?

**Nevermoor: trials of Morrigan Crow** by Jessica Townsend

Morrigan Crow has been cursed. She was born on an unlucky day and as a result is blamed for all the misfortunes that befall the local population. She is doomed to die at midnight on Eventide. Morrigan awaits her fate.
Life is just what you make it: my life so far by Donny Osmond
Donny was a television star by the age of six, a veteran of Las Vegas at eight and at eighteen he had four careers at the same time. He had gold records under his belt and legions of screaming fans. However, in the early 80’s he was told his name was poison, and to find a new career.

GI/OSMO

Poirot and me by David Suchet
David Suchet was offered a chance to play Poirot. He took up the challenge and his name has become forevermore linked with “the little Belgian detective. He shares many of the fond memories of creating this iconic character.

GI/SUCH

Inside the TARDIS: the worlds of Dr Who by James Chapman
Doctor Who enjoys the distinction of being the longest running science fiction series in the world. With a revival of the beloved show in the twenty-first century, with a new Doctor and companion the adventures continues. James Chapman explores the history of Dr Who from its beginnings in the 60s to present day.

GI/CHAP
**DVDs**
- City of Bones
- Murder on the Orient Express
- Idina Menzel Live

**AUDIO BOOKS**
- Douglas Adams—Hitchhiker’s guide to the Galaxy
- Lisa Unger—Fragile
- Paul Torday—More than you can say

**SERIALS**
- Super Food Ideas
- Vogue Living

**MUSIC CDs**
- Anthrax—Attack of the killer bees
- Tori Amos—Abnormally attracted to sin
- Bella Fleck and the Flecktones—Left of cool